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A Monument to the 
Glory of Humankind

This proposal presents design specifications, rationale, and 
renderings for a new permanent public work in New York's 
Central Park. The proposed monument designed by Nick 
Fabrikant exalts the spirit of progress and the boundless 
potential of humanity grandly expressed by the world’s 
greatest and most diverse City, as well as the principles of 
democracy, equality, and enduring beauty that guided Cen-
tral Park’s architects a century and a half ago and which 
make it the City’s most cherished public space.
The monument is an American Modern structure that proj-
ects hope and optimism for our new century while remaining 
true to timeless tenets of proportion, geometry, and sound 
engineering. In design and materials, the monument is in 
harmony with both the natural setting of Central Park, and 
the artistic and architectural heritage of the City that 
surrounds it. It is intended to be an empowering and inclusive 
work; and to fully seize the capacity of the public park, as 
forum for the presentation and viewing of art, to strengthen 
the fibers of democratic society, to uplift and inspire individ-
uals, and to nurture an appreciation of beauty in our shared 
spaces.

Design Elements
The monument is constructed of blocks of sandblasted Barre 
grey granite with two leaded glass crystals inlaid in a 
capstone across the top of the structure. It stands 13’ high, on 
a concrete base 18’ by 12’. At the monument’s base, steel 
reinforcement bars connect the foundation to the plinth and 
the plinth to all interlocking granite blocks for maximum 
stability.
This monument is built to last through the centuries; Barre 
grey granite is one of the strongest and most weather-resis-
tant building materials on earth. The light grey tone of Barre 
granite has unique aesthetic qualities as well. Its neutral color 
compliments virtually all others in the spectrum and clashes 
with none. Its natural coloration is in harmony with the 
colors, not only of the park, but also of the structures that 

encircle it: the grass, trees, and bedrock on which the park 
and the City sit, and the stone, glass, and steel buildings 
which encircle the park and fan outwards across the City.
When viewed or walked through, the lines of the monument 
frame the topography of nature, but also the skyward-facing 
structures along the avenues beyond. Its lines are hard and 
straight, and act as an interactive and ever-changing window 
through which to view nature and City.
The granite and geometry of the structure place the monu-
ment in an historical continuum stretching back to antiquity 
– even as its soaring lines draw the viewer upwards and 
forwards into the future; an aspirational aesthetic element at 
the heart of America’s, and New York’s, finest architecture. 
These are the soaring lines that characterize the City's most 
recognizable structures: the Empire State and Chrysler 
Buildings, the Statue of Liberty, the Flatiron Building, 
Rockefeller Center, the Woolworth Building, and many 
others.
The contrast between the two materials present in the monu-
ment, granite and crystal, give further meaning to the monu-
ment within the context of the City. The granite conveys 
weight, permanence, solidity and strength. The crystal and its 
constantly changing reflected light convey lightness and 
fluidity, adaptability, and change. As natural light hits the 
crystal, it is dispersed into a prismatic rainbow – itself a 
process of creation. The crystal exudes youth – the stone, age 
and wisdom

Aesthetic Philosophy and Public Benefits
The proposed monument is a celebratory and reverent struc-
ture, a tribute to the greatness of our common humanity and 
an invitation to all to reach for the best within us. It offers 
hope, strength, and common purpose during a fractious time 
when public discourse is dominated by uncertainty, insecuri-
ty, and divisive rhetoric. By revering proportions of antiquity 
and timeless virtues, it serves as a navigational beacon 
through turbulent times, an appeal to the universal and 
unchanging, a firmament on which a floundering morality 
can gain footing.
In this intent the monument counterbalances prevailing 
winds in contemporary public art, often characterized by a 

fixation on the transient, on extreme cultural specificity, 
self-referential humor, and dependence on a familiarity on 
the part of the viewer with cultural references present in 
works to find meaning. Often these pieces are intended, in 
their very discordance with their surroundings or through 
unfamiliar use of familiar objects, to jar the viewer. In doing 
so, these pieces influence and color their surroundings, 
intoxicate them. That is why they must be temporary, inter-
changeable, and transient.
In contrast, this permanent monument is intended to integrate 
into and exalt its existing surrounds – New York and Central 
Park – in way that is lasting, enduring, immortal. It does so 
by employing an aesthetic that is at once classical and 
forward-looking, modern and traditional, complimentary 
rather than conflicting.
In contrast to many public artworks, the monument is not 
something meant to be seen but not touched – rather, it can be 
leaned on, sat upon, walked under and through. The two 
leaded crystals atop the monument are, too, a democratic 
element; they have a prismatic effect that disperses natural 
light into all colors of the spectrum, a natural manifestation 
of 'E pluribus unum' – out of the many colors, one light. In 
this way, the crystals serve as a coat of arms for the human 
family.
New York has historically welcomed aspirational monu-
ments: the Statue of Liberty; the unisphere in Flushing 
Meadows, dedicated to "Man's Achievements on a Shrinking 
Globe in an Expanding Universe"; and recently, the Four 
Freedoms monument on Roosevelt Island. Each of these 
celebrates the ideal, with the intent of encouraging and 
inspiring. This monument follows in that tradition; a beacon 
of egalitarian light that affirms the spirit of creation and 
common purpose essential in this City.



Materials
Barre Grey granite
ASTM* test data
+ Absorption                                         0.210%
+ Compressive Strength    23,645 psi
+ Modulus of Rupture            2,393 psi
+ Flexural Strength                 2,172 psi
These physical properties make
Barre Grey granite  one of the most
Enduring building materials on earth

Leaded Glass
Two crystals crown the grey stone.
Hightened refractive index for an
increased dispersion of light

Stainless Steel 
Steel dowel rods secure the granite

* American Society for Testing and Materials



Dimensions
Plinth outer blocks  
+       7”  by   12’  by   7‘

Plinth center block
+       7“     by   12’   by   4‘

Vertical paired blocks
[outermost to innermost]
+    1’ 6”    by  6’0“  by 1‘6”
+   6’ 6“    by  2‘6”  by    7”
+   9’0”      by  3’8“  by    5”
+ 12‘ 10”  by  4’10” by    7”
+ 11’ 2“   by      5”  by    5”
+ 10’0”    by   1‘6“    by    7”

Capstone block
with centered borehole 
2.5” in diameter
+  4’10”  by      7”  by    5” 



Engineering
Foundation
+ Concrete 5,000 psi
+ Reinforced mesh slab 18’ by 12’
extending below the frost line 
+ Level with the ground

Assembly
+ Stainless steel threaded
dowel rods are epoxied into
the granite and concrete.
+ Plinth is set on a mortar bed
+ Blocks interlock for maximum
stability against all static, 
dynamic and thermal loads



Budget
+ Quarrying
+ Sawing
+ Letter Carving
+ Freight
Total: $70,000

+ Excavation
+ Foundation Assembly
Total: $15,000

+ Setting
Total: $20,000

+ Design Fees
+ COntracting Fees
Total: $10,000

Total Cost: $115,000



Location
+ Latitude        40º46’38.20” N
+ Longitude    73º58’00.60” W
+ Elevation     110 ft

Cedar Hill, Central Park
Manhattan, New York City
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